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ABSTRACT
Compressive-sensing cameras are an important new class
of sensors that have different design constraints than standard cameras. Surprisingly, little work has explored the
relationship between compressive-sensing measurements and
differential image motion. We show that, given modest constraints on the measurements and image motions, we can
omit the computationally expensive compressive-sensing reconstruction step and obtain more accurate motion estimates
with significantly less computation time. We also formulate
a compressive-sensing reconstruction problem that incorporates known image motion and show that this method
outperforms the state-of-the-art in compressive-sensing video
reconstruction.

scenarios with image motion, both for the estimation of image
motion and the reconstruction of translating images.
The major contribution of this paper is an exposition of
the interaction between image motion and integral-pixel measurements. Our first contribution is an illustration of how to
estimate translational motion for integral-pixel cameras. Second, we explicitly consider the relationship of image motion
and compressive-sensing models, and show that in the context
of reconstructing translating video, using known motion and
the optic-flow constraints offers better reconstructions than
other compressive-sensing video reconstruction methods that
have been proposed. This suggests that future sensor designs
may explicitly include integral-pixels optimized for estimating motions as well as patterns optimized for reconstructing
the image.

Index Terms— Image sampling, Image motion analysis,
Image reconstruction

1.1. Related Work

1. INTRODUCTION
Novel camera designs are sampling the visual environment
in ways significantly different from standard pinhole cameras. Recently, the interest in compressive sensing has led
to camera system designs based on measurements that sum
the light captured over arbitrarily shaped and highly overlapping parts of the visual field. A camera which simultaneously
captures many such measurements, which we call an integralpixel camera, is a useful addition to the toolbox of a vision
system designer because it offers new trade-offs in terms of
constraints on sensor hardware design.
These integral-pixel cameras are currently being explored
within the context of compressive sensing (which implies a
specific constraint on the sampling of different pixels), with
the goal of reconstructing high resolution representations of
a scene with significantly fewer measurements. Successes
in this domain include the ability to make images in wavelengths for which it is expensive to make each light sensitive
element [1], or to approximate large parts of the 4D light-field
incident on a camera [2]. However, there has not been a systematic study of whether the integral-pixels used for compressive sensing are also good for tasks other than image reconstruction. In this paper we explore the use of integral-pixels in

Recent research in camera design has explored alternatives to
traditional pixels that integrate the visual world using small
regularly-spaced non-overlapping regions. This includes capturing an image using time-coded shutters [3], coded combinations of locations [4, 1, 5], and locations and wavelengths
simultaneously [6]. Other work includes the use of coded
apertures [7, 8].
Usually a reconstruction algorithm is used to generate
an approximation of the image, hyper-spectral data cube,
or light-field as if it was sampled by a regular pixel grid.
Although two papers very recently consider the problem of
independent motion detection [9], and reconstructing multiple frames of a video [10], both focus on reconstructing the
difference images or the video frames rather than estimating
the frame-to-frame motion. We show that in some cases it is
possible, and often advantageous, to estimate image motion
without the computationally-expensive reconstruction step.
2. DIRECT MOTION ESTIMATION WITH
INTEGRAL PIXELS
The integral-pixel imaging model considers a generalized version of the sampling scheme of a traditional camera. Let I(r)
be the response of a standard camera at particular pixel r.
Within the more general integral-pixel imaging model, we

consider a camera whose pixels capture a weighted integral
of the image. That is, each pixel pi measures an intensity
equal to:
ZZ
ˆ i) =
I(p

I(r)wi (r)dr,

(1)

where wi (r) is a weighting function1 describing how pixel i
samples the image. Note that for traditional cameras wi (r) is
non-zero in a small region.
Suppose we have translational motion of a fronto-parallel
plane. The intensity of point on that plane (x, y) at time t is
expressed as I(x, y, t), and this plane is undergoing a translation motion (u, v), such that at all locations x, y:
I(x, y, t) = I(x + u, y + v, t + 1).

(2)

When motion is assumed to be constant over the entire image and the brightness constancy assumption applies [11], the
motion parameters (u, v) can be estimated by solving a linear
system. The constraints for each pixel (x, y) are of the form:
−It (x, y) = Ix (x, y)u + Iy (x, y)v,

(3)

where Ix , Iy , It are the spatio-temporal image derivatives.
Now, suppose our measurements of the function I are not
samples of the value at or near a pixel x, y, but rather a more
general spatial sampling of the function. Using the sampling
ˆ i ) with respect to time
described in (1), and differentiating I(p
we get:
ZZ
δ
I(r)wi (r)dr
(4)
Iˆt (pi ) =
δt
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=
It (r)wi (r)dr
ZZ
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−(Ix (r)u + Iy (r)v)wi (r)dr
ZZ
ZZ
=
−u
Ix (r)wi (r)dr − v
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This seems promising, an estimate of the temporal derivative Iˆt (pi ) is simple to obtain but, since we are no longer
densely sampling I, we cannot easily estimate Ix or Iy . However, given that wi is compactly supported, this is equivalent
to:
Iˆt (pi ) =
RR
RR
−u I(r)wix (r)dr − v
I(r)wiy (r)dr
and careful camera design can make it feasible to estimate
these integral terms by, for instance, comparing the response
of two integral pixels whose weight functions differ only in
1 Note that the weight function may be required to be non-negative for
a physical implementation. In this case, it may be possible to measure the
positive and negative components of wi separately and combine these values
after sampling.

a slight shift in the x or y direction. Defining wiδx , wiδy as
such filters, we get:
Iˆt (pi ) =

RR
RR
I(r)wi (r)dr −
I(r)wiδx (r)dr
−u

RR
RR
−v
I(r)wi (r)dr −
I(r)wiδy (r)dr ,
which is now a constraint on u, v based only on integral
measurements. Estimating motion with these constraints
is straightforward and computationally inexpensive; experimental results are given in Section 4.1. In the next section,
we show how to incorporate known image motion, obtained
by external means, into a compressed-sensing reconstruction
problem using these constraints.
3. COMPRESSED-SENSING RECONSTRUCTION
WITH KNOWN MOTION
We consider the problem of reconstructing the video of a
moving scene given integral-pixel measurements from a
camera with known motion. Our algorithm is based on the
compressed-sensing image-reconstruction framework. While
we describe the algorithm using translational motion, it can
be generalized to any motion for which partial derivatives
with respect to the motion parameters can be estimated.
It is well known that a vectorized natural image I can usually be factored as I = Bc where B is a basis matrix and c is a
sparse vector. Although many choices are possible, it is common for the basis matrix B to represent a complete wavelet
basis [12] such that each column of B is a single wavelet.
We describe a set of integral measurements as a matrix
multiplication,
Iˆ = M T Bc,
(5)
where columns of the measurement matrix M correspond to
weight functions in an integral-pixel camera.
Compressed-sensing theory states that, subject to technical conditions on M T B, it is possible to accurately estimate
the original image with a measurement set of cardinality proportional to the number of non-zero elements in the sparse
image representation c. The important step is to solve for the
sparsest c that satisfies the constraints imposed by the image
measurements. Many methods have been proposed to estimate c, in this work we use a method based on conjugategradient descent [13]. Once the sparse representation c is
known, reconstructing the image is a simple matrix multiplication.
In extending the model to video the following parametrization has been proposed [10]:
Iˆ1 = M1T Bc1
Iˆ2 = M2T Bc2
Here we consider only a two-frame ‘video’ but the model naturally generalizes to longer sequences of images. Two meth-
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Fig. 1: Motion estimation error for several methods. The
method we propose, direct (integral), provides more accurate
estimates than the reconstruction-based methods and requires
significantly fewer measurements than the traditional full image method, direct (pixels).
ods to perform image reconstruction for this model are proposed in the previous work. The first is to ignore the temporal
constraints and solve separately for each image. The second
method [10] uses the temporal constraints by solving simultaneously for both images. This method does not use the known
motion parameters and instead depends on the temporal image derivative being sparse with respect to the sparsifying basis B.
Our method uses a differential approximation to constrain
the motion between the image pair. This constraint enables
us to reparametrize the problem in terms of a single sparse
vector ĉ:
δx ∂Bĉ δy ∂Bĉ
+
)
Iˆ1 = M1T (Bĉ +
2 ∂x
2 ∂y
δx ∂Bĉ δy ∂Bĉ
Iˆ2 = M2T (Bĉ −
−
)
2 ∂x
2 ∂y

We evaluated four image motion estimation methods: LucasKanade [14] translation estimation on the original images, our
integral-pixel method, and two methods based on compressed
sensing. The compressed-sensing methods first reconstructed
the images (see the previous section for further details) and
then estimated motion using the Lucas-Kanade method.
To construct the evaluation image set, single images were
chosen randomly from the Middlebury optical flow evaluation
dataset [15] and resized to 64 × 64 pixels. From each image
a second image was generated by applying a small translation
(u, v) (selected UAR such that k(u, v)k∞ < 1 pixel).
Figure 1 shows the average error in the motion estimate as
the number of image measurements changes (this number is
fixed at 2 × 64 × 64 for the pixels method). The compressedsensing reconstruction methods used unconstrained IID Gaussian random matrices. The integral-pixel method used constrained matrices with one third of the measurements being
random Gaussian and the remainder corresponding to x- and
y- derivative measurements. For each experiment the same
measurement matrix was used for both images.
The results show that estimating image motion directly
from integral measurements (direct (integral)) gives substantially more accurate estimates than the reconstruction-based
methods using the same number of measurements. The direct
methods are also significantly more computationally efficient
(in our experiments on average 500 times faster). This highlights that compressed-sensing reconstruction methods are
not ideally suited for motion estimation.

(6)
(7)

The image Bĉ can be considered the image that would have
been between images I1 and I2 . Given known motion parameters δx , δy solving for a sparse ĉ is equivalent to a standard compressed-sensing problem. The following derivation
shows how to convert (6) into the same form as (5):
δx ∂B
δy ∂B
Iˆ1 = M1T (B +
+
)ĉ
2 ∂x
2 ∂y
Iˆ1 = M1T B̂ĉ
The advantage of our method is that the reconstruction algorithm uses the same number of measurements (constraints
on the solution) but has fewer non-zero terms to estimate (the
sparse vector ĉ has roughly half the number of non-zero elements as in the pair of sparse vectors c1 , c2 in the original
parametrization). Experimental results in Section 4.2 show
that this method gives more accurate image reconstructions
with fewer measurements than the previous work.

4.2. Compressed-Sensing Reconstruction with Known
Motion
In this section, we compare three image-reconstruction methods: our proposed method, a standard compressed-sensing
method, and a multi-frame compressed-sensing method [10]
We used the image set from Section 4.1 for evaluation. Image measurements were random Gaussian noise matrices and
each image was sampled with a unique matrix. The x-axis
of the plot shows the total number of measurements. For
a sparsifying basis B we used the Daubechies wavelet basis [12]. Optimization for all methods was performed using
GPSR [13]. All methods required roughly the same time to
complete.
Figure 2 shows that reconstruction using known motion
gives significantly lower reconstruction error. For example,
we can achieve the same error level with either 600 measurements with known motion or approximately 1200 measurements with other methods. Perhaps the most surprising result
is the lack of improvement from the multi-frame compressedsensing reconstruction [10]. We conjecture that the multi-
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Fig. 2: Image-reconstruction error using known motion (KM) gives lower error reconstructions with significantly fewer measurements than traditional single-frame and multi-frame (MF) reconstructions.
frame method is unable to account for image shifts. Previous results using the method were only demonstrated using a
static scene with small moving objects.
5. CONCLUSION
Explicit reasoning about image motion is important, but
largely overlooked in the compressive-sensing literature.
We have demonstrated that for certain motion estimation
tasks, compressive measurements can provide more accurate
motion estimation than a compressed-sensing reconstruction followed by traditional pixel-based motion estimation.
We have also shown that inclusion of known motion into a
compressed-sensing reconstruction can improve the quality
of video reconstruction. These results demonstrate the importance of explicitly considering image motion in the context
of compressive sensing. This also points towards the need for
future work considering richer motion models and real-world
implementations.
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